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SYMBOLIC HISTORY 

 Through Sight and Sound 
 

9.  Gothic Ground and Vault 
  

 
a1) Early Christian (Antioch) 6th century, Vienna Genesis, Flood, detail, left side, 

National Library, Vienna 
b1) English Gothic, 13th cent., Grapes from the Promised Land, from a window 

in the Corona of Canterbury Cathedral 
1) Whole of a1; + V:  detail of right side 
 

Music: Ambrosian Chant 5th cent. ff., Tenebrae factae sunt, ARC 2533 284 
 
 "The Old Testament," Augustine says in The City of God, "is nothing but the New 
covered by a veil, and the New Testament is the unveiling of the Old… What Scripture 
tells of Abraham really happened, but it was at the same time a prophetic image of things 
to come."  From Paul through the Dark Ages (Isidore of Seville, Bede, Irish Crosses) that 
Doctrine of Correspondence sounds Biblical resonances — in the rise to Gothic, pointing 
prediction to some heretical today or tomorrow. So from Suger's St.-Denis, Joachim de 
Floris points his Eternal Gospel. 
 
 This Flood of the 6th century Vienna Genesis must unveil the always expected 
coming.  Yet here, as with Augustine (or the chant named for Ambrose), the Classical 
heritage still clothes timeless symbol in the suavities of earth.    
    (Fade Ambrosian) 
 
2) Double.  [A] North African(?) 7th cent., Ashburnham Pentateuch, Flood, 

Nouv. Acq. Lat. 2234 f.9, Bibl. Nat., Paris; and [B] Franco-Spanish (Landes) 
c. 1050, Flood, St.-Severs Apocalypse, MS Lat. 8878 f.85, Bibl. Nat., Paris 

2a) A  of 2; V: detail only 
2b) B  of 2; V: two details only 
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Music: Gregorian (de Van) from AS 34 B, last "a" of Alleluia, then "Pascha," etc. 
 With the Ashburnham Pentateuch a century later (left) the temporal veil is being 
stripped away, preparing for the ultimate destruction of the St-Severs Apocalypse (right) 
about 1050 — that dimensionless vision to which medieval Realism would reduce the 
sensory itself.  In Dark Age chronicles such fabulous Judgment walks over Europe.  
Flodoard, 944: 

 
Balls of fire were seen rushing through the air, which in their flight set 
houses ablaze, but when faced by the cross and holy water they were 
driven away… It is said that demons in the shape of horsemen 
destroyed a church, then used its timbers to beat down the walls of a 
building of strong cement that had long stood on Montmartre. 
 

 Yet at the heart of that ghostly world of hardening chant (Fade Gregorian) and of 
Guido's Diaphony (Music:  Guido, brief example of contrary motion; then close) a colossal 
energy has been released, which points to another future: 
 
3) Paulo Uccello 1447-48, The Flood, detail., Santa Maria Novella, Florence 

(CGB ‘86); + V detail 
3a) Closer detail of 3, Uccello's Flood 
 

Music:  Binchois, c. 1430(?), Inter natos mulierum, L'Oiseau Lyre 128 (78) 
 
the Christian reconquest, in the faith frame, of dimensional actuality.  From the first 
awakening, the Romanesque had set unconscious sights on what by the 15th century and 
Uccello would be clear, the perspectival endowment of the sacred with the incarnate 
power of Renaissance — in music, Binchois.          (Fade Binchois.) 
 
4) Mosaic copy c. 50 BC of Greek painting c. 300 B.C. Battle of Alexander, 

detail (Darius group), Museo Nazionale, Naples 
V4a) V detail of Alexander not shown in slide 4 
 

Music: Greek 2nd cent. BC, First Delphic Hymn, close, J.E. Butt, private 
recording 

 
 Was not the world loss foreshadowed in the chromatics of the Delphic Ode, the 
moody drama of the Hellenistic Battle of Alexander, where marvelous techniques enforce 
the heaped outwardness of the Platonic cave?      
    (End Delphic Ode) 
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5) Norman French 1066 ff, Bayeux Tapestry, cavalry detail, Bayeux 
5a) Another tapestry detail; + V return to a detail of 5 
 

Music: Peire Vidal 12th c., Baron de mon dan covit (near close)  
 SAWT 9567-B 

 
 But by 1066 the battle-joy of Homer is renewed in the fierce Norman (then 
Troubador) exhilaration of mythic encounter — the Bayeux Tapestry, with Peire Vidal. 
 
 As in the Song of Roland, stripped zeal precipitates the lines of action: 
 

"Where is your sword, which is called Halteclere, 
With its hilt of gold, with its jewelled gear?" 
"I had no time to draw," cried Oliver, 
As he pierced mail with the trunk of a spear.   (CGB) 
 
"U est vostre espee, ki Halteclere ad num? 
D'or est li helz e de cristal li punz." 
"Ne la poi traire," Oliver respunt, 
Kar de ferir oi jo si grant bosoign."  

(Fade Vidal) 
 
6) Paolo Uccello, c. 1445, Battle of San Romano, Uffizi, Florence (CGB '59); 

+ V detail 
 

Music: Isaac c. 1485(?), A la bataglia, near close, (Munrow) Seraphim SIC-6104 
(4) 

 
 And again that clean renewal bears in linear potentiality the exploratory dynamic 
of Uccello, the battle music of Isaac.  (Fade Isaac.) 
 
a2nd 5)  French Romanesque, c. 1080. Fresco of St. Michael, Church of St.-Savin-

sur-Gartempe 
2nd 5) Again, Bayeux Tapestry, Surrender of Dinan; 
V2nd 5a) Bayeux Tapestry, Edward the Confessor 
 
 As we would know from the Song of Roland — 
 

God sent his angel Cherubin, and Saint 
Michael of the Peril, and Gabriel with them, 
To bear the Count's soul into Paradise 
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(or in history from the sanctification of William's conquest of England) — it is hard to 
distinguish between the secular eruption and its transforming embrace in a church which 
(as the priest says in Faust) can digest every ill-gotten gain:  "kann ungerechtes Gut 
verdauen." 
 
2nd 6) Uccello, c. 1446, another Battle of San Romano, National Gallery, 

London; V first pans to a detail 
 
 By the Italy of Machiavelli's birth, the profane stood on the point of declaring 
itself as an independent realm having its own values, of which the visual sign is exactly 
that filling in (like the chordal progressions of music) of its spatial and human weft. 
 

Music: Again, Isaac, Battle, close 
 
a7) German Romanesque, 11th-12th cent., Michaelskirche, exterior, Hildesheim 
7) French Romanesque, 1st half of 12th cent., St.-Pierre, Angouleme, exterior; 

+ V  detail 
 
Whereas what has seemed most Medieval is the transcending entrainment of earthly 
power in the sacred synthesis:  the 11th- and 12th-century arching and vaulting of the new 
Romanesque; in theology the reasoned proofs of Anselm; in music the horizon of note-
against-note polyphony, spread from England to northern Italy and from Spain probably 
to the Rhine, though German examples are lacking.  To experience again that massive 
forehall to Gothic, hear the first known three-part piece (c. 1130?), a "Congaudeant 
catholici" from the Compostela MS in Spain, though there ascribed to Magister Albertus 
of Paris; and with it, this Angouleme, the interior of Le Mans, and — fountainhead of 
Romanesque in England — the cathedral of Durham. 
 

Music: Campostela MS c. 1130(?), Congaudeant catholici, 1st and last stanzas:  
RCA-V-LM 6015 

 
8) French Romanesque 11th-12th cent., Le Mans, Nave from Aisle (CGB '74) 
9) English Norman 11th-12th cent., Durham from below (CGB '80); V details 

only, first from V9, then from 9 
a10) Same, interior, a bay of the south aisle (CGB ‘80) 
10) Same, 1104,  nave with rib vault (CGB '80); + V detail     (End Music) 
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 Durham, first cathedral completely ribbed and vaulted in stone, 1104, the 
transverse arches raised to points, to achieve one height with the semicircular diagonal 
crossings of the bays. 
 
11) French Romanesque c. 1110-15, South Portal, St.-Pierre, Moissac 
11a) French Romanesque, Vezelay Capital, 1120-50, Conversion of St. Eustace 
11b) Detail of 11, South Portal, Moissac 
 
 No doubt these religious structures, by the organizing risk that raised them 
(agrarian monasteries shading into urban cathedrals), were products of the new economy 
and temporal sway — that investment bank Saint Bernard accused:  "Thus money is 
drawn up with ropes of money."  As if Moissac portal, 1110-15, opened to the Exchange 
and to Wall Street.  Though surely, the abstract ubiquity of greed (cupiditas) differs with 
every style-complex.  Whatever earth awakening — Bernard's "knights… and hunters 
winding their horns" — this Judgment Gate required, converts to a more than earthly ser-
vice.  Such sacred ingestion fuels the Gothic dialectic of Sic et Non,  ground and vault. 
 
12) Irish c. 910, Cross of Muiredach, east side,  Monasterboice, Louth; first, 

a video detail 
 
 How much more bluntly and somberly of that creed ground was the first 
monumental stone carving in the West — from the Irish crosses of the early 900's, this of 
Muiredach at Monasterboice, also a Judgment, flanked, from the sin of Adam and Eve 
upward by correlated scenes.  Without comparison of art value, what this Dark Age 
precursor lacks is just the melting flash and flow. 
 
13) Same, a panel of Adam & Eve and Cain & Abel 
 
 Place any detail — this Adam and Eve and the Murder of Abel, in its paleolithic 
and primitive pre-humanity, heavy pathos and dark vacancy, Abel like a trepanned frog 
— against a 12th-century cognate: 
 
14) Gislebertus, French c. 1120-40, Flight to Egypt, St.-Lazare, Autun 
 
here Gislebertus' Flight to Egypt at Autun; is it not clear that what was to vault from that 
ground was the fresh humanity of Gothic love? 
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2nd 13)  Muiredach's Cross, west side, panel of Christ giving the Keys and the Book 
(video first shows a slide of the whole as V2nd a13, then a detail) 

 
 The motion of Roman Christianity was the repudiation and denial of the material.  
As long as that downward eddy prevails, we conceive ourselves as in the Dark Ages.  But 
in the tenth century of this Celtic Cross, by paradox and anomaly, the vortex changes 
sign; the birth force, though of the same creed and timeless loyalty, 
 
a2nd 14) Gislebertus 1120-40, Flight to Egypt; V: two details only 
2nd 14) Same, Flight to Egypt (CGB '80); + V detail 
 
creates (as in Suger) an upward whirl of incorporation, by which the passions of earth are 
more and more lifted to affirm spirituality.  To know how far and how suddenly this 
nascent tenderness has found (as with Abelard's theory of atonement) the Western road of 
sensuous devotion, we have only, from Gislebertus (with the close of a 12th century 
Benedicâmus,  as beautiful as by Leonin), 
 

Music: Time of Leonin, Benedicâmus Domino, close, (Cape) EMS 201 
  

 (End Benedicâmus) 
 
15) Gentile da Fabriano, 1423, Flight into Egypt, Magi predella, Uffizi, Florence 

(CGB '48); + V details 
15a) Landscape detail of 15, to the left 
 
to leap three centuries, to the soft Italian mingling of Gothic and early Renaissance in 
Gentile da Fabriano's handling of the same Gospel scene, smoothing the brushwork of 
nature and the human caress — while we shift in music to a passage from Dunstable's 
"Quam pulchra es," sung by the same Brussel's Pro Musica Antiqua. 
 

MUSIC: Dunstable c 1425(?), from Quam pulchra es, near close, ARC 3052 
          (Fade Dunstable.) 

 
a16) Italian, (Castelseprio) 8th-9th cent.(?), Presentation in the Temple, Santa 

Maria foris Portas; + V details, drawing first from Va16 
b16) Same, detail from the Flight into Egypt  
16) Same, detail of an angel from the Nativity  
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 There must have been Dark Age arts which stood outside the church, 
unincorporated, even in defiance; but what was then rare is now irrecoverable.  If the 
secular paintings of Charlemagne's palace showed precursive talent, our nearest approach 
is in the startling humanity of the sacred frescoes found at Castelseprio.  So too with 
Charlemagne's collection of German songs destroyed by his son Louis the Pious for their 
pagan license. 
 

Music: Verona 10th-11th c., O admirabile Veneris ydolum, RCA-V-LM 6015 (2) 
 
Only with the 10th and 11th centuries and in Latin, do manuscripts begin to record the 
passionate songs that boil up from the cauldron of student loves — this to a boy, "Veneris 
ydolum."  (End O admirabile)  Others are known only as poems: 
 

Iam, dulcis amica, venito 
 
Come, dear as my heart to me, come 
sweetheart, into my chamber … 

 
17) Spanish Romanesque 12th cent., Shepherd, fresco detail from San Isidoro 

vault, Leon 
17a) North Italian 940 and 13th cent., ruins of Castle of Canossa 
17b) Spanish Romanesque mid-12th cent., whole vault of 17:  Annunciation to the 

Shepherds; V has only details 
 
A poem touched with nature and romantic anticipation: 
 

Alone in the wood 
I have loved hidden places 
 
Ego fui sola in silva 
et dilexi loca secreta. 

 
So too the 11th century Catalan "Veri dulcis." 
 

Music: Barcelona 11th cent., Carmina: Veri dulcis, MHS OR433 
 
 Where are the visual parallels?  The castle ruins have lost their tapestries.  
Theocritan delights in Spanish Romanesque are Biblical, details of Christ's birth 
announced to the shepherds.  Are these stiff pastorals reminders of vernal precursors, 
where northern stock had flowed out into the Graeco-Roman and Byzantine-Moorish 
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challenge of former cultures — as if in cultural combustion that heavy German fuel 
kindled first in thinnest attenuations?     (Fade Veri dulcis) 
 
18) Byzantine, 10th cent., David playing the harp, with Melody & Echo; Bibl. 

Nat., Paris; first a video detail 
 
 In Byzantium there was no such admixture.  In that unviolated sanctum of 
Classical lore, it had been easy, in the awakening which began there also in the 10th 
century, to revive ancient forms (though this River God, Melody, and Echo attend David 
playing his harp); but the facility was a measure of the unfertilized and retrospective thin-
ness of the achievement. 
 
a19) Sicilian Byzantine (Norman and Moorish), 1174, Ceiling of the Crossing, 

Monreale Cathedral 
19) Sicilian, later 12th cent., Hunting mosaic, Sala Normana, Pal. Reale, 

Palermo; + V detail 
19a) French, Mosan (Verdun), 12th cent. (Attributed to Godefroi de Claire), Cen-

taur, enamel, Louvre, Paris 
 

Music: 12th cent.(?) from Carmina Burana, Tempus transit gelidum, SAWT 9455 
A 

 
 And it seems almost a law of nature that the prodigy of Norman germination in 
the Sicilian soil of life-styles, Graeco-Byzantine and Persian-Moslem, which made 12th 
century Palermo the rich and enlightened wonder-city of Europe, should fulfill the 
proverb, "tost allumes, tost estaintes" — "Soon kindled, soon burnt out" — though the 
flare touched off a succession of Holy Empire darings, always more anti-clerical and pre-
Nietzchean — from the Carmina Burana to Frederick the Second.      
       (Fade Tempus transit) 
 
 In Romance France, a like fusion of strains and ideas produced (after the Eastern 
stimulus of the First Crusade) a wider break with the gaunt creed-ground (this enamel 
from the Meuse). 
 
a20) France, early 12th cent., Initials from Citeaux MSS:  Fighting a dragon, and 

Monk cutting grain; Dijon, Bibl. Municipale;  video takes them singly. 
b20) Romanesque Languedoc c. 1130, Prophet holding a scroll, Portal. St.-Pierre, 

Moissac 
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20) French Romanesque c. 1120, St. Michael from a capital of Priory Church, 
Perrecy-les-Forges 

20a) Abraham Smith c. 1593, Venus chastising Cupid, plaster relief, Hardwick 
Hall, Derbyshire 

20b) Gislebertus (Burgundian) c. 1120-40, Eve, detail of upper body. St.-Lazare, 
Autun 

 
 At the center of the whole Troubador (and Trouvere) motion of knighthood, 
courtly love, music and decorative art, verse itself may stand as a proto-Renaissance 
indicator.  Against the heavy tread or the short-lined brittle sharpness of Church Latin, the 
rhythms, the stanza forms of Provence expatiate in the veiled aesthetics of pentameter 
yearning — which would spread to Italy and from Petrarch back over Europe, slowly 
ripening from the mystery of Romanesque devotion, to the swelling harmonies of 
Renaissance.  There is no clear road from the stridence of the Gothic sequence —  
 

When for spite and malediction 
Wretches feel the flames' affliction 
Render me thy benediction —    (CGB) 

 
to Spenser's measure: 
 

One day I wrote her name upon the strand. 
 
But the 12th century pentameters of Blondel: 
 

A l'entrant d'esté, que li tans comence — 
 
At the start of summer when the dance begins — 

 
are on the way to that — or to Shakespeare: 
 

From you I have been absent in the spring … 
 
21) Provence late 12th cent., Cloister, Saint-Trophime, Arles 
V21a) Limoges, early 13th cent., Violist and Dancing Girl, Nat. Mus., Copenhagen 
21b) Limoges c. 1200, Fiddler and Dancing Woman, British Museum, London 
21c) Variant of St.-Trophime Cloister; + V detail of 21 
 
As the melody points to Ars Nova, Dowland, recitative. 
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 Let Max Meili's Anthologie Sonore recording sound (in the dearth of secular art) 
where the love and warmth of Provence linger, in the cloister of Saint-Trophime at Arles: 
 

Music: Blondel de Nestles 12th cent., A l'entrant d'este (Meili) AS 18  
(End) 

 
 That the Troubador thrust was also violent, 
 
a22) St.-Trophime, Arles, C. 1180, John and Peter from West Portal 
b22) Same, East Cloister, Capitals, Monster (Samuel Adams' slide) 
22) Provence, c. 1160-70, Main Portal, St.-Gilles-du-Garde, detail of Paul and 

James; with V22 variant 
V22a) Same, detail:  archangels in a niche 
22b) French, c. 1260(?), MS Initial R, fighting figures; Bible from Monastery of 

St.-André-au-Bois, Boulogne, Bibl. Mun. 
 
Bertrand de Born makes unforgettable as he stalks with the Sowers of Discord through 
Dante's Hell, a passage Pound (who also "dug him up" in a Sestina:  "May God damn 
forever all who cry 'Peace'!") has paraphrased: 
 

Surely I saw, and still before my eyes 
Goes on that headless trunk, that bears for light 
Its own head swinging, gripped by the dead hair, 
And like a swinging lamp that says, "Ah me! 
I severed men, my head and heart 
Ye see here severed, my life's counterpart." 

 
Not even the volcanic Roman revivals of St.-Gilles-du-Garde, near Arles, stage such 
tragic outbreak.  Only the history itself — as always with a prophetic art, love and song, 
commerce, religious reform and personal mysticism simultaneously asserting themselves, 
the heretical movement of the Cathari, or Pure Ones, rising to a genuine revolt against the 
Roman Church, until it was suppressed (early 13th century) in the crusade which 
devastated the most flourishing region of France. 
 
23) Gilles-du-Garde, c. 1170, Young Apostle [detail of next slide] 
 
 That the carvings of St.-Gilles-du-Garde should range from the gentle humanity of 
this youthful apostle 
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2nd 22) Gilles-du-Garde, four Apostles from an Ascension panel; video uses two 
bearded heads on the left, then whole 

 
to the almost daemonic stare of these Reform precursors, evokes the recurrent 
ambivalence of 12th century — the arts a continual bridge over the temporal cleavage, a 
symbolic containment of the historical tragedy. 
 
2nd 23) From Gilles-du-Garde porch, The Good Shepherd, relief 
V2nd 23a) Same, base of columns, Lion (Samuel Adams' slide) 
V2nd 23b) Video returns to detail of 2nd 23, The Good Shepherd 
 
 It was the beauty and exposure of Troubador love that it enjoyed an aristocratic 
island of proto-Renaissance refinement, a sort of detachment from "the fierce dispute/ 
Betwixt damnation and impassioned clay" — though it turned out hardly island enough 
— a brief chance for romance pentameters of love's idolatry. 
 
24) Burgundy, 1120-50, Vezelay, Capital in the Nave, Seduction by Profane Music; 

+ V details 
 

Music: Carmina Burana 12th cent., from 16:  Michi confer venditor, MHS 3793 
 
 Not so with the Goliards or Wandering Scholars, fired in the crucible of church 
and state.  The 12th century amplification of passion they share with this Vezelay capital 
of the Devil and Profane Music (as with the Carmina Burana Magdalen tempted by 
unguents), was both in and out of the church, a ferment where the Dark Age ground 
sprouts sexual vegetation, to seed over centuries the love gardens of Bosch.  For the 
Creed-ground (to repeat) is ideal.  There is no historical winter when Christendom merely 
sheltered in the ascetic fold.  Even in the 9th century there had been Gottschalk, 300-year 
precursor of the Archpoet, who comes now:  "seething inwardly with fierce indignation," 
— "Estuans instrinsecus/ ira vehementi" — that Archipoeta, most eruptive peak of 12th-
century genius —  
              (End Michi confer venditor) 
 
25) Another Vezelay capital, Lewdness and Despair; + V details 
 

Music: Carmina Burana 12th(?) cent., 88a: Jove cum Mercurio (Binkley) SAWT 
9455-A 
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a Rhenish Villon who flames an obscure course over Europe in the train of the 
Archbishop of Cologne and the Italian court of Barbarossa — a man who saves us from 
easy generalizations about the Age of Faith:  (Waddell) 
 

 
 
Seething over inwardly 
   With fierce indignation, 
In my bitterness of soul, 
   Hear my declaration. 
I am of one element, 
   Levity my matter, 
Like another withered leaf 
   For the winds to scatter. 

 
Yet the mould-breaker is also of the age, betraying in self-twisted intensity the marks of 
the faith-grip he opposed.  Like the Despair and tit-tugging Lust on another Vezelay 
capital, his energy flames against its own. 
 

Greedier for all delight/ Than heaven to enter in: 
Since the soul in me is dead,/ Better save the skin. 
 
Voluptatis avidus/ magis quam salutis, 
mortuus in anima/ curam gero cutis. 

 
26) Winchester, mid-12th cent., Angel locking Hell, Psalter of Henry of Blois, 

British Museum, London; + V details (also using V26) 
 
 How could earthly blessing unfold, held in a timeless creed which turns its wishes 
into deadly sins, its peace to sloth, its love to lust, appetite to gluttony, nobility to pride, 
commerce and politics to covetous envy and wrath?  No wonder there are kingly crowns 
in this Leviathan mouth of Hell.  Had not Gregory VII declared (1081) 
 

Who does not know that kings and leaders are sprung from those who 
— ignorant of God — by pride, plunder, perfidy, murders — in a word 
by almost every crime, the devil, who is the prince of this world, 
urging them on — have striven with blind cupidity and intolerable 
presumption to dominate over their equals:  namely over men? 
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27) Moissac, c. 1125-30, Gluttony and Lust, Portal of St.-Pierre, Mus. des 
Monuments (CGB '80); + V details 

 
 When Greek δαιµων, or spirit, became "demon," no temporal power was left 
without its damning name — the Seven Deadly Sins.  Let them dance.  Staggering, within 
the medieval energizing of earth and counterforce intensification of hell, the vitality of 
that dance. 

(Fade Jove cum Mercurio) 
 
 The liveliest thing in the 12th century English "Rule for Nuns" (Awncren Rule) 
are those condemned sins, grinning at their late-Gothic followers in Langland, Dunbar, 
the mystery plays: 
 

The Greedy Glutton's heart is in the dishes; 
his thought is in the cup; his life is in the barrel; 
his soul is in the crock.  He comes with a dish 
in one hand and a bowl in the other; he slobbers 
his words and holds his great belly, and the 
fiend laughs as if he would burst.    (CGB) 

 
28) Gislebertus, c. 1120-40, Fall of Simon Magus, St.-Lazare, Autun; + V details 
 
 The Archpoet's freedom becomes satanic mockery, even, it seems, of communion: 
 

Sweeter tastes the wine to me 
In a tavern tankard 
Than the watered stuff my Lord 
Bishop hath decanted. 

 
His taking Christ's claim for the adulterous woman as his own plays (like this Gislebertus 
Simon Magus) with defiant mockery:  "Let him who has no knowledge of sin hurl at me 
the stone."  There is no art parallel for the climax of that Goliard confession; yet it hovers 
between the grotesques of damnation, 
 
29) South Tyrol, late 12th century, Fighting Monsters fresco, S. Jacobo, Termeno; 

+ V detail 
 
and their Tyrolean transformation into fighting monsters, anticipating both Renaissance 
and again Hieronymus Bosch. 

(Music:  pick up close of Jove cum Mercurio) 
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Meum est propositum/ in taberna mori 
 
For on this my heart is set:/ When the hour is nigh me, 
Let me in the tavern die,/ With a tankard by me, 
While the angels looking down/ Joyously sing o'er me, 
 
Deus sit propitius/ Huic potatori. 
 
Grant grace and favor, Lord, to this drunken toper. 

 
 (End Jove cum Mercurio) 

 
For 2nd 28 and 27) 

Again 24, Seduction by Profane Music (Video begins with Lust detail of 27) 
 
 Even Troubador love could catch the sharpening frenzy, as in the rhyme-saturated 
"Kalenda Maia" (The first of May), which Raimbaut de Vaqueiras wrote for his lady 
(about 1200) at the court of Monferrat in Piedmont — of five versions the wildest. 
 

Music: Raimbaut de Vaqueiras, c. 1200, from Kalenda Maia, Everest 3270, last 
stanza 

 
Curious to read in the Troubador Vida that the Estampida, or stamp-dance on which it is 
based, had just been played by two wandering fiddlers from Northern France. 
 
For 2nd 26 and 2nd 25) 

Again 25, Lewdness and Despair (with video tit-tugging detail) 
 
The pounding tune and rhythm pierce Troubador devotion like a Gothic invasion:  sinners 
locked in hell; the despair of lust:  "How can I have lost what I never had … I never held 
you naked in my arms … I have pledged and desired without return:" 
 

Con er perduda/ ni m'er renduda …/ 
qe nuda/ tenguda/ no-us ai/ ni d'als vencuda/ 
volguda,/ cresuda/ vos ai,/ ses autr' ajuda. 

           (End Kalenda Maia) 
 
For 2nd 24)  
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French Romanesque c. 1100, Wives Restraining Brawlers, from capital at St.-
Hilaire, Poitiers, Mus. des Monuments Français, Paris (CGB '80); + V detail  
(Slide 2nd 24a repeats 27, Moissac.) 

 
 But the Paris of Abelard's love, mutilation, and earth-denial was the focus of that 
vitality, inseparable from its fever — 12th century music suspended between melting 
organum purum and the strident rhythmic modes of stress scansion: 
 

Dic Christi Veritas/ dic cara raritas, 
dic rara Caritas,/ ubi nunc habitas? 
 
Where is the dear rarity,/ Where the rare Charity 
Truth of Christ,/ sooth, where placed?    (CGB) 

 
John of Salisbury, about 1175, in thought a liberal, could not countenance that lashing of 
Gregorian:  "Music," he said, "defiles the service of religion."  Here an instrumental 
Benedicâmus, like the church carvings Bernard blamed, monsters and brawling devils: 
 

Music: French, late 12th(?) cent., Benedicâmus Domino, Instr., opening and close, 
O.L. AUT-231 

 
For 3rd 25 and 3rd 26)  

Gislebertus, 1120-40 Judgment: detail of sinner grasped by the head; Autun 
(Video adds detail from 28, Simon Magus) 

For 3rd 27) 
Southern French, Moissac c. 1125-30, Death of a Miser, Portal of St.-Pierre, 
Museum des Monuments Français (CGB ‘80) 

V 3rd 27a) 
English Romanesque, c 1130, Adam and Eve Fresco, west wall of Chancel, St. 
Botolph's, Hardham, Sussex 

For 3rd 28)  
Gislebertus c. 1120-40, Devil detail from capital of Judas Hanged, St.-Lazare, 
Autun 

2nd 29)  Detail of 29, Fighting Monsters fresco, South Tyrol 
         (End Benedicâmus) 
 
 The 12th-century heightening of person and passion stretches the Romanesque 
everywhere, from Italy or Tyrol (as here), 
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30) English Norman & Celtic, c. 1145, Kilpeck Portal (CGB '65) 
30a) Spanish Romanesque-Gothic, 1188, Central Arch, Portico de la Gloria, 

Santiago de Campostela 
 
to the British marches of Wales — Kilpeck, where the wreathing blend of Norman, 
Celtic, Viking bears motifs from the pilgrimage route south, as far as Santiago de 
Campostela in Spain.  To the institutions of the Church, what fantastic power, and what 
risk, that ferment of worship, as popular as zealous, boiling toward its peak. 
 
Va31) French Romanesque, Moissac c. 1120, St. Peter, left jamb of south portal, 

Tarn-et-Garonne, SW France 
b31) Gislebertus (Burgundian) 1120-40, Temptation of Christ, Capital, St.-

Lazare, Autun (CGB '80; Museum des Monuments Français) 
Vc31) French Pyrenees 11th cent., The Black Virgin, Church of Dorres 
31) English Romanesque carving, 12th cent., Raising of Lazarus, detail, 

Chichester Cathedral 
 
 Faith as never before; heresies as never before; and the heretics, as Shaw's 
inquisitor says, "to all appearances better than their neighbors."  In that Christendom of 
strange fervors — the blessed French Father Abraham (of all names), on whose pure lips, 
in vision, the Mother of God pressed the chaste kiss of her mouth, so graced with spirit 
that when he came in the presence of Jews he reeled from the hell-smell of sulphur and 
brimstone; pious Bernard quoting pious Jerome, "Be cruel for Christ's sake," lashing 
Europe (1146) to the Crusading mood which by 1212 would lure an army of children into 
slavery — how tense the participation in Biblical drama and pain.  The Chichester 
Lazarus carvings, 1125-50, through the crudeness of local craft, voice such a cry as 
Abelard's of David, a death-lament for himself and Heloise:  "If the stilled harp could still 
my tears …" 
 

…raucis planctu vocibus/ deficit et spiritus. 
 
a32) Irish, especially 12th-13th cent., The Rock of Cashel, Tipperary 
Vb32) English Romanesque c. 1180, Apostles with Angel above, relief, east wall of 

south porch, Malmesbury Abbey, Wiltshire 
c32) Provence, Romanesque, 1110-20, God throned and crowned, detail of 

Tympanum, Moissac 
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32) French Romanesque-Gothic, c. 1200, St. Etienne, Portal Statue, Church of 
Valcabrere, Haute Garonne 

 
 The intenser the drive, the more the perimeter flames with heresy, and the faith-
center hardens to a stripped decretal of zeal:  Hegel's "antithesis unharmonized."  Yet in 
that warfare the birth and human ripening, the temporal incorporation, goes on.  Over 
what gulfs of canonized and unaccommodated selfhood.  Thus Coulton's case of 
"heretical puritanism" from about 1160: 
 

Master Gervase of Tilbury, seeing a maiden alone in a vineyard, 
and impelled by the wanton curiosity of youth (as we have heard from 
his own mouth in later years when he was a canon) asked her what she 
did there alone, and observing her comeliness, prayed her of love par 
amours. 

"Nay," replied she, with a simple gesture and a certain gravity in 
her words; "God forbid… for if I were defiled and lost my virginity, I 
should suffer eternal damnation beyond all help." 

Hearing which, Master Gervase forthwith knew her for one of the 
impious sect of Publicans (or Cathari), who in those days were sought 
out on every hand and destroyed… 

 
33) French Illumination, 2nd half of 12th cent., St. Gregory, MS Lat. 2287 fol. 

1, verso, Bibl. Nat., Paris 
V33a) English (Winchester) mid-12th cent., Christ's Passion, MS Cotton Nero 

C.IV, sheet 21r, British Museum, London 
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So the girl is arraigned and, in the end, by "righteous cruelty," burned to death, "to the 
admiration of many, who marked how she uttered no sighs… as the martyrs of Christ (yet 
for how different a cause!)."  While the good old Canon could tell it in age as a Catholic 
act of care.  Such channeling and containment of the holy madness which might 
otherwise have torn the Middle Ages apart is an organizing subtlety of the Scholastic and 
Gothic buttressing. 
 
34) French Gothic c. 1145-1225, Cathedral of Chartres, rising over the wheat 

fields of Beauce 
V34a) Same, 1145-50, part of West Front (CGB '59; cf. 41ff) 
 
 The most quoted document from Coulton's Medieval Garner is Abbot Haimon's 
description of church-building by miraculous crusade.  Though he writes of his own 
church of St.-Pierre-sur-Dives in Normandy, and only mentions the like case of Chartres, 
it is generally to the Chartres construction of 1145 (and sometimes even, by confusion of 
fires, of 1194) that selections, sweetened and sentimentalized, are made to apply.  Though 
the devotions Haimon narrates are as remarkable for rapt ruthlessness as for piety. 
 
a35) Chartres, from the Royal Portal:  Kings and Queens of Judah, 
b35) French Romanesque, c. 1150, Christ and Apostles, Loaves and Fishes, a 

capital from St.-Nectaire (Puy-de-Dôme) (CGB '80; Mus. Mon.) 
35) Chartres, Royal Portal, A King of Judah 
 

   Whoever saw, whoever heard, in generations past that kings and 
princes, the mighty of this world, men and women puffed up with 
honor and riches, should bind bridles on their proud necks and submit 
themselves to wagons which, like brute beasts, they dragged, loaded 
with corn, wine, oil, lime, stones, beams — all things needed to sustain 
life or build churches — even to Christ's abode.  And though a 
thousand are bound in the traces (so vast the mass, so great the engine) 
this miracle is seen, they go forward in such silence that no murmur is 
heard… When, again, they pause on the way, there is no voice but 
confession of guilt, supplication, and prayer to God for pardon. 

 
36) Limoges enamel, c. 1180, Christ in Majesty, Museum de Cluny, Paris 
36a) French stained glass, c. 1150, from the Ascension, 2nd window, south aisle, 

Cathedral of Le Mans; video chooses two details 
 

   If any, however, is so sunk in sin that he will not obey the pious 
admonition of the priests to confess and forgive, his offering is cast 
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down from the wagon as unclean, and he, with shame and ignominy, 
is separated from the unity of the sacred people…  
   There the sick rise from wagons where they were laid; the faithful 
fall to the ground and kiss the earth again and again, old men and 
young, and children, crying upon the Mother of God.  For this work 
is especially known to be hers, next to her gentle Son; she first 
adorned the Cathedral of Chartres, and then our church dedicated to 
her with so many signs and wonders… 

 
Va37) Cathedral of Laon, 1190-1205, Statues from the West Portal (CGB ‘59) 
37) French Romanesque, c. 1130, Isaiah, portal, Abbey of Souillac, Perigord (for 

slide 37 from Skira, video uses CGB, Museum des Monuments Français — 
so too digital) 

 
When they had come to the church, the wagons were arrayed around 
it like a spiritual camp; all night the army of the Lord kept watch 
with psalms and hymns.  Wax tapers were lighted, the infirm were 
set apart, relics of the saints were brought to their relief…  If, 
however, the healing was somewhat delayed, then all might have 
been seen putting off their clothes — men and women alike, naked 
from the loins upward, casting away confusion and lying upon the 
earth. 

 
38) Senlis Cathedral, 1154, Death of the Virgin (cf. slide 38 from Enc. Ital., 

with CGB '80 from Museum des Monuments Français, Paris) 
V38a) French, c. 1150, Eagle of Suger, from St.-Denis Treasury, Louvre, Paris 
 

Their example was followed even more devoutly by children and 
infants, who dragged themselves flat on their bellies first to the high 
altar and then to all others, calling upon the Mother of Mercy in this 
new fashion of prayer.  Who would not be moved as he watched the 
innocent children scour their naked ribs on the bare ground, in pious 
humility stretching their tender arms to be beaten with rods?  For it 
did not suffice them to cry out with the voice of weeping, but they 
must add bodily affliction also, to obtain healing for those sick. 

 
39) French Romanesque c. 1130, Destruction of the World, door pillar, Souillac, 

Perigord  (digital: first, upper detail) 
 

The priests stood over them, shedding tears while they beat with 
scourges on the tender limbs; and the children begged them not to 
withhold their hand.  All voices echoed the same cry, "Smite, scourge, 
lash, and spare not."  There might be seen more than a thousand hands 
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outstretched to the scourge; nay, they exposed their very ears and eyes 
and tongues, saying "Let these hands be smitten which have wrought 
iniquity, these ears lashed which have heard vanity, these eyes which 
have seen it, this tongue and these lips which have uttered idle and 
lying words!" 

 
a40) Gislebertus 1120-40, The Adoration of the Magi, Capital of St.-Lazare, 

Autun 
40) French Romanesque c. 1160, Apostle, S. Gilles-du-Garde, near Arles; + V 

detail 
 

Truly the Mother of Mercy is moved to compassion on those who 
afflict themselves before her;  for soon the sick and infirm leap forth 
healed from wagon after wagon, hastening without support to give 
thanks at her altar… 

This is the manner of their vigils, these their night-watches; this is 
the order of the Lord's camp; these the forms of the new religion, the 
heaven-taught rites and mystical processions.  Here nothing carnal is 
seen, nothing earthly, all is divine, as in Heaven; heavenly altogether 
are such vigils, wherein is heard nothing but hymns, thanks, and 
praise! 

 
 From this creative vortex, fulminating with heresy and holy wars, yet quickening 
the earth as with rain, 
 
a41) Chartres, 1145-1513, Cathedral over the town (CGB '74) 
b41) Nantes Cathedral, c. 1170 ff., Nave, looking west (CGB '74) 
Vc41) Suger, St.-Denis, 1140-44, Ambulatory, (copy of CGB ‘74, Gothic I ‘62)  
d41) Chartres, 1145-1225, buttresses of the Apse (CGB ‘74) 
Ve41) Soisson Choir, 1160-1212, arches and glass (CGB '59) 
41) Chartres, West Front, 1145-65 (CGB '59); video picks two details 
 
the Cathedral of Chartres was reared.  While in schismatic Constantinople, 1204 (the 
present Chartres rebuilding after the final fire) Christian zeal pillaged the city, burning the 
great body of Greek literature — all the plays of Aeschylus, Sophocles, Euripides, pre-
served until then.  Gothic glows with sweetness and light, but it was not made of 
sweetness and light.  In the performances of Leonin and Perotin, two trends were shown 
from the start:  Cape's Pro Musica, of Brussels, refined a lilting tenderness (duplum 
purum)  in which they have never been matched. 
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Music: From Leonin's Judea et Jerusalem, from 2nd Duplum, ARC 14068  
        (Fade) 

 
While the Van group (Paris), with the sopraniste Archimbaud, to be followed by Oberlin 
in New York and others, beat the structural frenzy of rhythm: 
 

Music:  From the 2nd Quadruplum of Perotin's Vidêrunt, OL, Alb. 78 
(Fade) 

 
 Early Gothic requires the blending of these poles.  But the only performances to 
do it are older still, by Yves Tinayre, on Lumen.  No one else has poured the mystical 
tenderness into the stern severities of structure.  Though projections of a modern search, 
they are as moving as anything in the musical repertory. 
 

Music: Leonin c. 1180(?), Deum Timê, Org. Duplum, Lumen 32011 
 
42) Chartres, Royal Portal, 1145-75, rebuilt 1194-1225 (CGB '59) 
43) Chartres, Interior, 1194-1225, Nave from South Transept (CGB '59); 

video, two details only, below and above 
Va44) Whole of slide 46, to be detailed below, Chartres, bay of north Nave, with 

Triforium and Clerestory (CGB '59) 
Vb44) Variant of 44, but a copy of Gothic I, 68 (CGB '59) 
44) Chartres, interior, Ambulatory and Lady Chapel (CGB '74) 
Va45) Chartres, Lancet window, Adam & Eve and Good Samaritan (CGB '74) 
45) Chartres, South Ambulatory Bay, Zodiac window, etc. (CGB '59) 
46) Chartres, Bay of Nave, north side: (Video has shown the whole as Va44; 

here it details: first, Triforium, then Clerestory) 
46a) Chartres, Clerestory of Apse (CGB '59; video details from V46a, CGB '78) 
47) Chartres, mid-12th cent., Glass, Madonna de la Belle Verriere (Video details 

from V47, a wider view, and adds a closer detail) 
Va48) Chartres, early 13th cent., North window, lancets and rose (CGB '59; 

cf. Milton, 26); + V detail 
48) Chartres, from North Transept into the Nave (CGB '59) 
49) Chartres, c. 1150 (and 1200), West Lancets and Rose (cf. CGB '59) 
50) Chartres c. 1150, Royal Portal, Tympanum Christ, from the side 
V50a) Chartres, same subject as 50, from the front (detail of 42) 
 
 (The above hae been revised for video and digital) 

(End Deum Timê) 
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 A certain awe for the experienced oneness of Chartres has let us stretch the Deum 
Timê  of Leonin from the Royal Portal of his youth, to the interior, occasioned (probably 
after his death) by the 1194 fire. 
 
51) Chartres Cathedral 1194-1220, study from Lesser, Sacred Geometry; 

+ V details 
 
 That Sacred Geometry, as Lesser's study of the ground plan will imply, rides the 
spring tide of High Gothic, a formal perfection only Dante, in literature, a hundred years 
later, achieved.  The cult of symbolic number which organizes the Divine Comedy, from 
its terza rima to its 100 cantos, and through all levels of punishment and reward, has 
shaped here a trinity of interlinked squares, proportioned as circumscribed and inscribed 
on the formative circle, under the recurrent factor of the root of 2.  From Leonin's 
"Duplum Purum"  we have reached the triune divisions of the metric modes, the melodic 
and rhythmic repetitions in which Perotin's Clausulae  explore the mathematics of the 
isorhythmic motet. 
 
a52) Chartres, 1194-1225, Apse (CGB '59, copy of Bach, a9) 
52) French Gothic 1160-1205, Laon, West Front through narrow street (CGB '74); 

+ Video detail 
 
 Here it is the group formed around Van which intensifies the frenetics of 
structure.  The opening section from the four-voice Vidêrunt  might seem a modern 
excess, if it were not so matched by darings of tower, buttress, and vault — this Laon, 
then Chartres, Paris, Bourges, Amiens, Le Mans, Rheims: 
 

Music: Perotin act. c. 1190-1230, Alleluia Vidêrunt, opening, Ducretet Thompson 
320 C 107 

 
53) Chartres 1194-1225, Apse Buttressing (CGB '74); video uses detail 
V53a) Chartres, flying buttresses of the choir; video uses detail 
54) Chartres interior, starkly lighted pier, arch, and vault 
55) Paris, 1163-13th cent., Notre Dame, Choir from the south, with Buttressing 

(CGB '59); video pans to a detail 
Va56) Bourges, 1195-1266, Choir from southeast, buttressing (copy of CGB '84; see 

Michelangelo, 36) 
56) Bourges, pier rising to vault (CGB '84) 
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57) Amiens, mostly 1220-1236, black & white detail of buttressing 
58) Le Mans Choir, Apse buttressing (CGB '74) 
V58a) Same, from the north (copy of CGB '74; Gothic I, 73) 
59) Le Mans Choir, begun 1217, wide-angle black & white of vault 
60) Rheims, 1211-41 ff., from Ambulatory through Nave; video uses detail 
61) Rheims 13th cent. and after, air view; + V detail 
 
 The aerial view of Rheims turns history to symbol:  at the core of the time-bomb 
which is the modern West, towers the prior release of energy in the formal grip of faith, 
seed of that infinite out-reach which now engulfs it, and for which the Incarnation of God 
in flesh was the kindling archetype. 
 
a62) 
 Nicolas of Verdun, 1181, Klosterneuburg Altar, near Vienna, the triple spread  

(Video having prefaced with a detail of 62, Sampson)  
62) Same: enamel of Sampson and the Lion 
62a)  From the same Altar:  Resurrection of Christ, Klosterneuburg; + V detail 
 

Music: Perotin, c. 1200, Vidêrunt, close of last Quadruplum (Munrow) ARC 256-
5050 B          (End) 

The "Style of 1200" has become a by-word for that great opening tug at the throttle of 
transforming force.  Its most extraordinary representations are the enamel scenes from the 
Klosterneuburg Altar by Nicholas of Verdun.  Here the physical and spatial are so 
entrained in the surge of spirit that two hundred years of painting — with Giotto at their 
center — seem anticipated.  Yet this Sampson grappling with the lion is more than a 
pioneer depiction.  Like a Perotin dynamic cadence, it means Rebirth, the Harrowing of 
Hell and wrestling with death — "Surrexit Dominus de sepulcro."  And it somehow 
means it Now.                 (Close 

Perotin) 
 
63) Nicolas of Verdun, 1181, Klosterneuburg Altar, right side of central panel, 

15 scenes (video intersperses various details as named) 
63a) Same, enamel of Jonah into the whale 
63b) Same, The Harrowing of Hell (video uses only a detail) 
63c) Same:  from a closer view of twelve scenes, video details four:  Passover, 

Jacob's Promise, Resurrection, Sampson with the Gates of Gaza 
V63d) Same:  "The Brazen Sea" on Twelve Oxen, from Solomon's Temple 
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V63e) Same:  Moses leading the Israelites from Egypt (video uses detail) 
V63f) Same: Last Supper 
63g) Same:  two scenes:  Descent of the Holy Spirit and Judgment Angels  
 
 Nothing is more at the heart of that 12th- and 13th-century revolution than the 
extension of the Biblical analogues of Augustine, where we began.  Here we see half of 
the altar frontal.  The scene of Sampson and the lion is in the bottom row, next to last on 
the right.  The Crucifixion, central to the triple array, appears at the left.  It is flanked by 
events from Christ's life.  Above each is a cognate from Genesis or Exodus, and below, 
another from later Israel.  Thus in the column before that of Sampson, we read from top 
to bottom:  Joseph into the well, Christ into the grave, Jonah into the death-and-hell 
whale.  What would that be in history but the corruption and crisis of any age?  Next 
right, (above Sampson and the lion) Christ looses the Patriarchs from hell, while from the 
life of Moses, the Passover speaks the sparing of the chosen.  At the far right, above, is 
Jacob's promise ("out of Judah a great lion" — the lion transformed); between, is Christ's 
Resurrection; and below, Sampson carrying off the Gates of hostile Gaza. 
 
 The prophetic now of any such sequence has only to be pushed, for the orthodox 
daring of art to suggest the mystical heresy of Joachim de Floris, from the same years.  In 
his three resonant levels, the Old Testament Age of the Father and the priestly Age of the 
Son are about to yield to the mystical Age of the Holy Spirit, a kingdom of God's 
indwelling, where Church and State withered away, each man, as Dante would put it, will 
be "crowned and mitered" over himself. 
 
Va64) French Gothic, 1195-1260, Bourges Cathedral, Nave 
64) French Romanesque-Gothic, 1157, Noyon, Apse with buttresses (CGB '74); 

+ V detail 
 
 Panovsky has written a small book documenting the tie between scholastic 
theology and Gothic, the reconciliation of Sic et Non, beside that of upward thrust and 
lateral ordering — a particular of the soaring dialectic which from year to year releases 
and contains more daringly.  In a sequence of cathedrals, mid-12th to mid-13th century, 
the height of ceiling vault becomes a visible index of the launching-forces, economic, 
civic, speculative, with the synthesizing marvel of their incorporation. 
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 Noyon, the apse, a first use of flying buttresses, 1157, modestly lifting and 
lightening the Romanesque. 
 
65) Same, Noyon, interior, Choir 1157, Nave 1170 (CGB '74); first, a video detail 
 
Imagine the interior before the clear windows and 18th century ironwork gave an 
enlightenment the opposite of Suger's New Light.  All these quiet transitions from 
Norman — St.-Denis, Laon, the English cathedrals — in stable three-storied harmony, 
vault at no more than 75 or 80 feet. 
 
66) French Gothic, Notre Dame, Apse from east (CGB '59) 
 

Music: Perotin, c. 1200, Sedêrunt, 1st Quadruplum (Munrow) ARC 256 5050 B 
 
 The extravagance begins in Paris, with Notre Dame, where Perotin launched his 
vast Quadrupla.  Already by 1163-77, when the choir-apse was raised, it was vaulted at 
115 feet. 
 
67) Notre Dame, within, 12th-13th cent., Transept Crossing (CGB '48) 
 
 Within, mostly new glass restores the closure of once jewelled dark.  The Argus in 
1948 recorded its inadequacy of angular view:  to find the lift of the vaulting it lost the 
floor. 
 
68) Rheims Cathedral, 1211-41, Apse from northwest (CGB '59) 
 
 Paris touched off a chain of Notre Dames, a civic and devotional rivalry, where 
dates and heights correlate with evolutionary fitness.  Skipping Chartres and Bourges, 
about 1200, at 120 feet, we come to Rheims, 1211 and after, at 125. 
 
69) Rheims, Interior, Triforium and Clerestory of the Nave (CGB '74) 
 
 Inside, without a wide-angle lens (or the miraculous eye), one is lost.  The old 
triple harmony reels under lines that go up and up — the triforium dwindled to a band 
between the reach of arches below and the soar of clerestory above. 
 
70) Amiens Cathedral, Apse, 1220 and after (CGB '74: vertical slide; video substi-

tutes details, below & above) 
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 Yet Rheims holds a lateral harmony beside the two that follow:  Amiens, from 
1220 and after, the pinnacled apse leaping like a range of cliffs, to sustain the 139 foot 
vault; 
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71) Same, Amiens, Arches of the Nave (CGB '74) 
V71a) Same, Amiens, Nave and Vault, up to West Rose (S. Adams’ slide; cf. 

Gothic III, 24) 
 
the camera, within, hardly encompasses the aisle-arches of the nave, much less the 
windowed range above. 
 
72) Beauvais Cathedral, 1247 ff., Apse and North Transept (CGB '74); + V detail 

of the Apse 
 
 In Beauvais, 1247 and after, the reach for the infinite goes beyond possibility, 
bringing to an end that high Gothic race.  Only the choir and transepts were built; the 
choir fell soon after completion, had to be more densely arched and buttressed; the 500 
foot open tower over the crossing, unstayed by a nave, fell in 1573. 
 
1st73, 1994 edition) Same, vertical of the interior; + V detail 
V73a) Same, whole of vertical south wall (CGB '74; see 2nd 73 below) 
 
 Yet this Promethean trunk, vaulted at 158 feet (in Ruskin's quaint phrase, "There 
are few rocks, even among the Alps, that have a clear fall as high as the choir of 
Beauvais"), this end-product, has the inebriating lure of Dante's Ulysses, sailing toward 
the sunset ("diretro al sol") in the "folle volo" (the mad flight) which took him beyond 
tragedy. (End Perotin.) Where is the comparable daring in Gothic thought?   
 
For 2nd 72)  Nicolas of Verdun, Klosterneuburg Altar 1181, Nativity 
 
 The Incarnation implies the heresy of God's self-realization in time.  From 
theology through Hegel to evolution, this has made the problem of change, of temporally 
conditioned spirit (of which calculus is a quantitative and equational specter) the root-
problem of the West. 
 
a 2nd 71) Greek 370-360 BC, Round Temple ruins, Delphi (CGB '77) 
For 2nd 71) Again, Verdun Altar, Crucifixion (video uses detail only) 
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 Against Greek harmony, with its temporal recurrence, its Euclidean containment, 
the post-and-lintel temple, the musical scale going not up but down — against the pathos 
of recollective Platonism — Christianity had no choice but to make the moment 
creatively decisive; though that is to venture the paradox of a world becoming God, or a 
God so world-immersed as almost to contradict his name. 
 
a 3rd 72) Same, Ascension of Christ (video uses detail only) 
V3rd 72a) Beauvais exterior (video uses whole of 72, CGB '74) 
 
 Inevitably, the Hegelian germ lay under the resonances of the Coming; it declared 
itself with visionary force in those three Kingdoms of Joachim de Floris, anticipating 
Dante's De Monarchia, the Protestant Fifth Monarchy men, Condorcet's Tenth Age, and 
even the classless brotherhood of Marx.  It is hard to recognize heresy in architecture; but 
like Joachim and the spiritual Franciscans, Beauvais has the glory of soaring excess. 
 
a 2nd 73) Beauvais, flamboyant window of the North Transept (CGB '74) 
2nd 73) Beauvais, interior, south wall (CGB '74; video:  center-spread) 
V2nd 73a) Beauvais, 13th cent. glass of the Lady Chapel  (CGB '74) 
V2nd 73b) A closer view of Beauvais Apse (from 72 above) 
 
 As in a dialectic of the Trinity, Gothic had to reconcile mystical oneness and the 
hunger of the heights with the earth-aligned horizontals, the weight of stone, columned 
piers, capitals, the tripartite divisions.  The theology which culminated in Thomas had to 
hold in equilibrium every speculative wildness and heretical risk.  From the formal 
balancings of the Summa Theologica, we seize on the central issue of Joachim's self-
realization of the Divine, Articles 3 and 4 of Question 106. 
 
Va74)  French Gothic, Rheims Cathedral, Apse, 1211-41  (from 68, above; CGB '59) 
74) Rheims, 1211-90, interior, looking west 
74a) Rheims Choir Clerestory 
 
While the stabilized soaring of Rheims signs a like perfection.   
 
 "Whether the New Law should have been given from the beginning of the world?"  
Though God disposed otherwise, Thomas, as always, reasons first for what is wrong — 
argues the unanswerable injustice to those who could not know Christ, though Scripture 
says God is no respecter of persons and will have all men saved. 
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 "On the contrary, the Apostle says:  That was not first which is spiritual, but that 
which is natural."  [Emphasis added.]  In support of which Thomas accepts organic 
process as the way of God in the world:  "Because a thing is not brought to perfection at 
once from the outset, but through an orderly succession of time" — a principle which 
could lead as far as we like, to Hegel's history or Darwin's paleontology. 
 
a75) Rheims, 1211-41, Apse (Editions Gaud) 
b75) Same, wilder close-up of Apse buttressing (CGB '74) 
Vc75) Le Mans, begun 1217, from the east, Apse, etc. (CGB '74) 
Vd75) French Gothic, c. 1250-60, Rheims Nave, Buttressing of Clerestory (slide by 

Sam Mason III) 
75) Rheims, Apse with buttressing ( best CGB of 1974) 
 
 As in the countered stress of Rheims apse, the truth, which, overextended, would 
lead to Joachim's error, must be stated, then opposed and buttressed into strength.  Thus 
Article 4: 
 

It would seem that the New Law will not last till the end of the 
world… Just as the Father is distinct from the Son and the Son from 
the Father, so is the Holy Ghost distinct from the Father and the Son.  
But there was a state corresponding to the Person of the Father, 
namely the state of the Old Law, and there is a state corresponding to 
the Son, wherein the clergy… hold a prominent place.  Therefore, 
there will be a third state corresponding to the Holy Ghost, wherein 
spiritual men will hold the first place. 

 
Against that free indulgence in Christ's promise, comes the stern contrary:  how can we 
have more of the Spirit than "the Apostles who received the firstfruits"?  And as 
Dionysius says, "The third kingdom will take place not in this life, but in heaven."  "This 
puts out of court the senseless idea that the Holy Ghost is to be expected at some future 
time."  [Emphasis added.] 
 
a76) Chartres, 1200-1240, North Portal, left of center (CGB '59, sunset) 
76) Same Portal, right side:  John the Baptist, etc. (CGB '74; video uses detail) 
V76a) Detail from another slide of North Portal, left of center (CGB ‘74) 
 
 Whatever the hope or danger of prophetic history, in the vaulting of Gothic the 
incarnate thrust was held in mystical surrender over an eternal ground. Thus the 
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culminant sequence of Medieval Latin, the Dies Irae, perhaps about 1235, perhaps by 
Thomas of Celano (CGB translation): 
 

Day of anger, that the day, 
When time burns itself away, 
As David and the Sibyls say. 

 
Dies irae, dies illa 
solvet saeclum in favilla 
teste David cum Sibylla. 
 
Quantus tremor est futurus. 
quando judex est venturus 
cuncta stricte discussurus. 

 
What the trembling and what terror 
When a judge of past and future 
Searches every secret error. 

 
77) French Gothic, Bourges, c. 1225(?), Central Portal, with Judgment Tympanum 
77a) Same:  from Last Judgment, detail of lower two bands 
 

The great horn thundering doom 
Through the shires of the tomb 
Gathers all before the throne. 

 
Tuba mirum spargens sonum 
per sepulcra regionum 
coget omnes ante thronum. 
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Mors stupebit et natura, 
cum resurget creatura 
judicanti responsura … 

 
Death struck and nature stunned 
Loose the bonds of flesh and bone 
Judgment-summoned, the dead respond. 

 
78) Chartres, c. 1210-20, South Portal, right side of central bay; + V detail 
78a) Same:  North Portal, detail Melchizedek (video, head only) 
V78b) Same, St. Peter, North Portal, center, right jamb (video, head only) 
 

To whom shall I — wretch — complain 
At that bar, what patron fain, 
Where even the just have no claim? 

 
Quid sum miser tunc dicturus, 
quem patronum rogaturus, 
dum vix justus sit securus? 
 
Rex tremendae majestatis, 
qui salvandos salvas gratis, 
salva me, fons pietatis. 

 
King of fearful majesty, 
Swayed to save, salvation free, 
Fount of pity, be saviour to me. 

 
79) Same, Chartres, North Portal, head of Moses 
V79a) Same, head of Samuel, north side of Center Portal 
79b) Same, detail of devil from the Last Judgment, South Portal 
 

Take pity, Jesus, to your heart; 
Pity was your cause of birth, 
Lose me not that day with earth. 

 
Recordare, Jesu pie, 
quod sum causa tuae viae, 
ne me perdas illa die … 
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When for spite and malediction 
Recreants feel the flame's affliction, 
Render me your benediction. 

 
Confutatis, maledictis, 
flammis acribus addictis, 
voca me cum benedictis … 

 
a80) Chartres, detail of Simeon and John, North Portal 
b80) Same, detail of Judith, from right of North Portal 
c80) Double:  [A] French late 9th cent., Ste. Foi, Conques; and [B] French c. 1210, 

St. John the Baptist, North Portal, Chartres 
d80) Double:  [A] French Romanesque 1160, Beardless Prophet, Gilles-du-Garde; 

and [B] French Gothic c. 1210, St. John the Baptist, Chartres 
Ve80) Chartres, c. 1210, North Portal, the same St. John  Chartres (postcard) 
f80) Giotto, 1297-99, St. Francis Preaching to the Birds, Upper Church of St 

Francis, Assisi (cf. Dante, 50) 
Vg80) Again, St. John the Baptist, Chartres (Houvet Monograph) 
80) Detail of Ve80, St. John the Baptist (from Chartres card) 
80a) Detail of V80, St. John (from Houvet Monograph) 
 

When, on that day of tears, 
Man, resurgent out of fires, 
Waits the justice of your rod, 
Spare us then, Father and God. 
 
Jesus, full of sympathy, 
Grant us peace eternally. 

 
Lacrimosa dies illa, 
Qua resurget ex favilla 
Judicandus homo reus: 
Huic ergo parce Deus. 
 
Pie Jesu Domine, 
Dona eis requiem.  Amen 

 
 Against the Dark Age sternness this melting Chartres St. John; against the 
mystical Gilles-du-Garde head, where we ended our 12th-century Prelude, this, where 
mysticism takes flesh and person.  Or against plainsong and all earlier melody, a one-
voice praise of the Lamb:  "Agniauz Douz," which Tinayre called "School of Perotin."  
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All are contemporary with St. Francis, whose mother (from Provence) taught him 
Troubador songs and chivalric romance.  In all, the new passion burns — with joy — 
over a Judgment Ground. 
 

Music: French early 13th cent., Agniauz Douz, (Yves Tinayre) Lumen 32017 (first 
stanza only)         (End) 
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